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Abstract

We introduce MULTIMUC, the first mul-001

tilingual parallel corpus for template fill-002

ing, comprising translations of the classic003

MUC-4 template filling benchmark into004

five languages: Arabic, Chinese, Farsi,005

Korean, and Russian. We obtain auto-006

matic translations from a strong multilin-007

gual machine translation system and man-008

ually project the original English annota-009

tions into each target language. For all lan-010

guages, we also provide human translations011

for key portions of the dev and test splits.012

Finally, we present baselines on MULTI-013

MUC both with state-of-the-art template014

filling models for MUC-4 and with Chat-015

GPT. We release MULTIMUC and the su-016

pervised baselines to facilitate further work017

on document-level information extraction018

in multilingual settings.019

1 Introduction020

The Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs)021

were a series of U.S. government-sponsored com-022

petitions that ran from the late 1980s through the023

late 1990s whose aim was to promote the develop-024

ment of systems for extracting complex relations025

from text, and which have been credited with in-026

augurating the field of information extraction (IE;027

Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Grishman, 2019).028

The third MUC (MUC-3) introduced the now clas-029

sic task of template filling, in which systems must030

identify events, represented by predefined schemas031

or templates, in a document, and populate roles032

or slots in those templates with relevant informa-033

tion extracted or inferred from the text (muc, 1991).034

The MUC-3 task focused on identifying various035

forms of terrorism (e.g. bombings, kidnappings) in036

news reports from a number of countries in Latin037

America. Systems had to extract one template per038

Figure 1: An excerpted document and its (simplified)
gold templates from the MUC-4 dataset.

incident, containing details about the perpetrators, 039

their victims, the weapons used, and the infrastruc- 040

ture targeted. The data, task specification, and eval- 041

uation methodology of MUC-3 were then refined 042

and updated in MUC-4 (muc, 1992). 043

Since then, the MUC-4 corpus has been an en- 044

during and productive driver of IE research — not 045

only for template filling (Du et al., 2021b; Das 046

et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023b) and role-filler en- 047

tity extraction (Patwardhan and Riloff, 2007, 2009; 048

Huang et al., 2021; Du et al., 2021a), but also for 049

template induction (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011; 050

Cheung et al., 2013). But despite its multinational 051

focus, MUC-4 is English-only, and multilingual, 052

document-level IE datasets remain scarce. This 053

work bolsters those resources with MULTIMUC, 054

the first ever translations of the MUC-4 dataset, 055

and to our knowledge the first multilingual parallel 056

corpus for template filling. This work provides: 057

• High-quality, automatic translations of the 058

MUC-4 dataset into five languages: Arabic, 059

Chinese, Farsi, Korean, and Russian, along 060

with (1) manual projections of the template 061

annotations into each target language, and (2) 062

expert human translations for key portions of 063
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the dev and test splits.064

• Strong monolingual and bilingual supervised065

baselines for all five languages, based on state-066

of-the-art template filling models.067

• Baselines for few-shot template filling with068

ChatGPT1 — to our knowledge, the first few-069

shot evaluations of this task in the literature.070

• Discussion and analysis of the translations,071

annotations, and model errors.072

All data, as well as our MT system and supervised073

baselines, will be made publicly available to help074

further research in multilingual, document-level IE.075

2 Task and Corpus076

Task Formally, the template filling task takes the077

following inputs:078

• A document 𝐷 = (𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝐿), consisting of079

words 𝑤1 to 𝑤𝐿080

• A template ontology (T ,S), consisting of a081

set of template types T = {𝑇1, ..., 𝑇𝑀 }, each082

representing a distinct event type, as well as083

a set of 𝑁𝑡 slots for each template type 𝑡 ∈ T ,084

representing the roles for that event type: S =085

{𝑆𝑡 = {𝑠 (1)𝑡 , . . . , 𝑠
(𝑁𝑡 )
𝑡 } : 𝑡 ∈ T }086

Given 𝐷, systems must then determine the number087

of events or template instances (𝑁𝐷 ≥ 0) attested088

in 𝐷 (template identification), and populate the089

slots in each instance based on the information090

contained in 𝐷 about the event it represents (slot091

filling).2 Note that 𝑁𝐷 is not given as input and092

may be zero; thus, part of the task is determining093

the relevancy of a document given the ontology.094

Supposing instance 𝑖 𝑗 ∈ {𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑁𝐷
} has type095

𝑡 ∈ T , we can write 𝑖 𝑗 = {𝑠 (1)𝑡 : 𝑥 (1) , . . . , 𝑠 (𝑁𝑡 )
𝑡 :096

𝑥 (𝑁𝑡 ) }, where 𝑥 (𝑘 ) is a (possibly null) filler of the097

appropriate type for slot 𝑠 (𝑘 )𝑡 . In general, fillers098

may be of any type, though for MUC-4, they are099

constrained to two types in principle and just one100

in practice (see below).101

Corpus The MUC-4 corpus consists of 1,700102

documents that broadly concern incidents of ter-103

rorism and political violence in Latin America104

and that are annotated against a template on-105

tology with six template types: arson, attack,106

1https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
2Following prior work (Du et al., 2021b; Chen et al., 2023b,

i.a.), we will refer to template instances simply as templates.

Train Dev Test

Documents 1300 200 200
Sentences 18,317 2,989 2,702
Templates 1,114 191 209

Table 1: Statistics for the MUC-4 dataset. Sentence
counts are based on our own sentence splitting method-
ology, as canonical sentence boundaries do not exist.
Statistics are the same for languages in MULTIMUC.

bombing, kidnapping, robbery, and forced 107

work stoppage. Each template type is associated 108

with the same set of 24 slots, which can be divided 109

into string-fill slots — those that take (a set of) 110

entities as fillers — and set-fill slots, which take 111

a single filler from a fixed set of categorical val- 112

ues specific to each slot.3 Table 1 shows dataset 113

statistics and Appendix A lists all slots. 114

Since the original MUC evaluations, it has be- 115

come standard to evaluate systems on simplified 116

templates that contain only string-fill slots (Cham- 117

bers and Jurafsky, 2011; Du et al., 2021a,b; Chen 118

et al., 2023b, i.a.), with the notable exception of 119

the set-fill slot for template type. Additionally, 120

while the gold data often lists multiple valid men- 121

tions for each entity filler, a system receives full 122

credit for extracting just one of these. We follow 123

both conventions in this work. The string-fill slots 124

are PerpInd (individual perpetrators), PerpOrg 125

(organizational perpetrators), Target (targeted in- 126

frastructure), Weapon (perpetrators’ weapons), and 127

Victim (victims of the event). Figure 1 shows a 128

MUC-4 document and its simplified templates. 129

3 Data Collection 130

We now describe the data collection process for 131

MULTIMUC, which consisted of four steps: 132

1. Preprocessing of the MUC-4 documents, in- 133

cluding identification of sentence boundaries 134

and locations of slot-filling entity mentions. 135

2. Machine Translation of the documents into 136

each of the five target languages. 137

3. Automatic Alignment of slot-filling entity 138

mentions in English with corresponding men- 139

tions in the target languages, followed by pro- 140

jection of the template annotations. 141

4. Manual Correction of entity mention align- 142

ments for all data splits, as well as translation 143

3This is a minor simplification. See Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Process for creating projected target language data for MULTIMUC from the gold (English) MUC-4 data.

corrections for sentences in the dev and test144

splits containing entity mentions.145

Each step is detailed separately below. Figure 2146

illustrates steps (1)-(3) for Farsi.147

3.1 Preprocessing148

We use the preprocessed version of the MUC-4149

dataset released by Du et al. (2021b).4 Three quirks150

of the dataset deserve mention.151

First, to our knowledge, the documents were152

never released with canonical sentence splits. As153

such, we used an automatic tool, the Punkt sentence154

tokenizer from NLTK (Bird et al., 2009), to obtain155

sentence boundaries.5156

Second, the text is uncased. This caused the sen-157

tence tokenizer to erroneously split a small number158

of sentences containing initialisms and titles (e.g.159

“u.s.” or “dr.”) into two or more fragments. We man-160

ually corrected these cases by searching on a fixed161

set of problematic terms (identified via manual in-162

spection) and combining identified fragments.6163

Third, character offsets of entity mentions are164

not annotated. This may be because evaluation has165

historically used string-based, rather than offset-166

based, matching to score string-fill slots. We follow167

Du et al. (2021b) in annotating the first occurrence168

of each mention string in a document and leave169

annotation of later occurrences for future work.170

3.2 Machine Translation171

Given the preprocessed English text, we obtain172

automatic translations of all 1,700 MUC-4 doc-173

uments for all five of the target languages. Our174

MT system has a Stratified Mixture of Experts175

4https://github.com/xinyadu/gtt/
5https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/tokenize/

punkt.html. Punkt is based on the unsupervised, multilingual
sentence tokenization algorithm of Kiss and Strunk (2006).

6The terms were dr., mr., ms., mrs., gen., and u.s.

(SMoE) architecture (Xu et al., 2023) for mul- 176

tilingual translation. Mixture-of-experts (MoE) 177

(Shazeer et al., 2017; Lepikhin et al., 2021) sig- 178

nificantly scales up the number of parameters of 179

multilingual neural MT transformer-based mod- 180

els while maintaining low computational require- 181

ments per token. SMoE enhances MoE models 182

by assigning dynamic model capacity to different 183

incoming tokens, hence enabling more efficient uti- 184

lization of parameters. SMoE has demonstrated 185

improvements over state-of-the-art MoE baselines 186

(Xu et al., 2023). 187

We use an SMoE model pretrained on the pri- 188

mary bitexts of six languages from NLLB (Costa- 189

jussà et al., 2022), covering over 70 million parallel 190

sentences and all MULTIMUC languages.7 191

3.3 Automatic Alignment and Projection 192

Data projection involves automatically transferring 193

span-level annotations from a source language to 194

a target language based on word-to-word align- 195

ments. Given the translated documents, we first 196

align each word in an English (source) sentence to 197

the corresponding word(s) in the target sentence. 198

Mentions in the target language are thus given by 199

the sequence of target language tokens aligned to 200

each token in an annotated source mention, and the 201

corresponding slot and template in the source are 202

thereby implicitly projected to the target. 203

We use Awesome-align (Dou and Neubig, 2021), 204

an embedding-based word aligner that derives word 205

alignments via comparison of word embeddings. 206

Awesome-align fine-tunes a pretrained language 207

model (in our case, XLM-R; Conneau et al., 2020) 208

on parallel text or gold word alignments with ob- 209

jectives designed to improve alignment quality. 210

We reuse the models and empirically-chosen hy- 211

perparameters from prior work for a similar task 212

7The pretrained MT model can be downloaded from
anonymous-url
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(Zheng et al., 2023). These models are XLM-R213

encoders fine-tuned on around two million paral-214

lel target language-English sentences from the OS-215

CAR corpus (Abadji et al., 2022). The encoders are216

further fine-tuned on gold alignments from GALE217

Chinese–English (Li et al., 2015), and the Farsi-218

English corpus by Tavakoli and Faili (2014), con-219

taining 2,800 Chinese–English and 1,200 Farsi-220

English sentence pairs with gold alignments. We221

further fine-tuned the model for Arabic on the 2,300222

GALE Arabic-English (Li et al., 2013) sentence223

pairs with gold alignments.224

3.4 Translation and Alignment Correction225

While we find our automatic alignments to be of226

good quality (Table 2), prior work has shown that227

for some IE tasks, models can benefit meaningfully228

from access to gold alignments (Stengel-Eskin229

et al., 2019; Behzad et al., 2023). Accordingly, we230

recruited annotators to inspect and (if necessary)231

correct the automatic alignments for all sentences232

containing the first occurrence of some entity men-233

tion. Additionally, for the dev and test splits, anno-234

tators corrected the translations of these sentences.235

Annotation was performed using a web app de-236

veloped in-house for this purpose. Annotators were237

English speakers recruited from the authors’ home238

institution, and all are also either native speakers239

of the language they annotated or are professional240

linguists with extensive training in that language.241

For practice, annotators completed 10 tasks that242

were not included in the final data. Given the243

annotators’ level of competence as well as bud-244

getary constraints, only a single annotator anno-245

tated each main task. Between one and four an-246

notators worked on each language, with tasks dis-247

tributed based on availability. Three of the annota-248

tors are authors of this work and were not paid; all249

others were paid at an average rate of $0.29 per task.250

Task instructions, examples of the interface, and251

some agreement statistics are given in Appendix B.252

Entity and mention statistics for the training split253

of each language are shown in Table 2. In general,254

only a small fraction of the automatic alignments255

required correction: Even for the two languages256

requiring the most correction, Chinese and Russian,257

fully 77.4% of target language mentions were un-258

changed from the automatic alignment, rising to as259

much as 86.5% in the case of Arabic. This is testa-260

ment to the quality of the alignments, though align-261

ment quality is necessarily constrained by transla-262

tion quality, discussed in Appendix B.263

Ar Fa Ko Ru Zh

Entities 2,421 2,432 2,417 2,394 2,071
Mentionsman 3,074 3,136 3,076 3,019 2,597

unchanged 86.5 84.0 79.7 77.4 77.4

Table 2: Entity and mention counts for the MULTI-
MUC training set. “Mentionsman” denotes annotated
mentions. “Unchanged” denotes the percentage of
Mentionsman unchanged from the automatic alignment.

4 Experiments 264

We present three sets of experiments. All make 265

use of the following three variations on training 266

and dev data, designed to assess both the impact of 267

alignment corrections and of parallel data: 268

1. TGTAUTO uses only target language data, with 269

mentions obtained via automatic alignments. 270

2. TGTMAN uses only target language data, but 271

with the manually corrected alignments for 272

the training set and the corrected alignments 273

and translations for the dev set. 274

3. BIMAN is the same as TGTMAN, but adds gold 275

English (bilingual) training data. 276

In all experiments, we report results on the anno- 277

tated test set. 278

4.1 Span Extraction 279

Setup Prior work investigating the impact of 280

alignment quality in IE has focused on span la- 281

beling tasks such as NER or SRL (Stengel-Eskin 282

et al., 2019; Behzad et al., 2023), as these tasks 283

arguably give the most direct view on the down- 284

stream impact of improved alignments. In our first 285

set of experiments, we follow this line of work and 286

assess span extraction and labeling performance 287

on MULTIMUC using the neural span extractor of 288

(Xia et al., 2021), which has achieved state-of-the- 289

art performance on FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998). 290

We train the system to extract all slot-filling entity 291

mentions and to label them with their slot. 292

Results Labeled and Unlabeled exact match F1 293

scores for the three settings are shown in Table 3. 294

Across almost all languages, we observe improve- 295

ments on both metrics when training on corrected 296

(TGTMAN) vs. uncorrected (TGTAUTO) data. Given 297

that a fairly small proportion of spans in the data 298

were changed between these settings, some of the 299

gains may also be explained by access to corrected 300

dev data in the TGTMAN settings. 301
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Ar Fa Ko Ru Zh

TGTAUTO 51.92 49.84 51.14 58.15 54.46
TGTMAN 56.25 55.62 52.00 59.34 52.88
BIMAN 54.89 53.34 55.41 57.40 53.44

TGTAUTO 54.62 52.07 52.86 60.05 55.51
TGTMAN 58.88 56.82 54.76 62.54 54.64
BIMAN 56.60 55.10 57.78 59.66 55.66

Table 3: Labeled (top) and unlabeled (bottom) exact
span match F1 scores for all three data settings on the
annotated test splits.

4.2 Template Filling with Fine-Tuned Models302

Setup Our second set of experiments turns to303

template filling proper, focusing on the two models304

to have most recently achieved state-of-the-art on305

MUC-4. The first is GTT (Du et al., 2021b), which306

uses a single BERT-base model (Devlin et al., 2019)307

as both an encoder (to encode the document) and308

as a decoder, using causal masking and pointer de-309

coding to generate linearized templates. As a mini-310

mal modification to support the MULTIMUC lan-311

guages, we use mBERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019)312

in lieu of BERT-base, keeping all other aspects of313

the architecture unchanged.314

The second model is ITERX (Chen et al., 2023b),315

which holds the current SOTA on MUC-4. ITERX316

treats template filling as autoregressive span classi-317

fication, assigning each of a set of candidate spans318

(extracted by an upstream system) either to a slot319

in the current template or else to a special “null”320

slot to indicate that the span fills no slot in that321

template. Embeddings for the candidate spans are322

updated at each iteration based on their use in pre-323

vious templates, and are used to condition the span324

assignments for subsequent templates. Chen et al.325

obtain their best MUC-4 results with a T5 encoder326

(Raffel et al., 2020). As with GTT, we make a327

minimal modification to the English base model328

by substituting mT5-base (Xue et al., 2021) for the329

encoder, keeping all else unchanged.8330

Evaluation Evaluating template filling systems
requires aligning predicted (𝑃) and reference (𝑅)
templates, subject to the constraints that each refer-
ence template is aligned to at most one predicted
one and that their types match. This is treated as

8We stress that our interest here is to present the best results
for each model type and to evaluate cross-lingual performance
variation within type, not in cross-type comparisons. For a
comparison on MUC-4 of ITERX and GTT under identical
encoders, see Chen et al. (2023b). Additional details on archi-
tectures and hyperparameters are provided in Appendix C.

a maximum bipartite matching problem, in which
one seeks the alignment that yields a maximum
total score over template pairs (𝑃, 𝑅) given some
template similarity function 𝜙𝑇 :

𝐴∗ = argmax
𝐴

∑︁
(𝑃,𝑅) ∈𝐴

𝜙𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) (1)

331

𝜙𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) measures similarity between two tem- 332

plates in terms of similarity of their slot fillers, and 333

there are different ways this can be done. Du et al. 334

(2021b) propose the CEAF-REE metric, which 335

computes an optimal alignment between predicted 336

and reference entities similar to the CEAF metric 337

for coreference resolution (Luo, 2005), but within 338

slot. CEAF-REE selects the template alignment 339

that yields the highest micro-F1 over all slot fills, 340

including template type. However, Chen et al. 341

(2023b) take issue with certain properties of CEAF- 342

REE and propose a variant called CEAF-RME. The 343

key differences from CEAF-REE are (1) template 344

type is excluded from the F1 calculation and (2) a 345

different similarity function is used for computing 346

entity alignments. We report both metrics and refer 347

the reader to their paper for further details.9 348

Results Results for all languages are presented 349

in the first six rows of Table 4. Several observa- 350

tions stand out. First, for nearly all languages, both 351

models obtain their strongest performance when 352

trained jointly on English and target language data 353

(BIMAN). This is consistent with past findings in 354

IE establishing the value of English training data 355

for less resourced target languages (Subburathinam 356

et al., 2019; Yarmohammadi et al., 2021; Fincke 357

et al., 2022, i.a.). While the impact of the English 358

data is valuable for both models, it is especially so 359

for ITERX, for which it boosts performance relative 360

to the next best setting by an average of about 8.3 361

CEAF-REE F1 and an average of over 4.7 CEAF- 362

RME F1 (compared to 3.2 and 2.6 F1 for GTT). 363

Second, the benefits of training on the target lan- 364

guage data with corrected alignments (TGTMAN) are 365

most evident for GTT, for which it shows uniform 366

improvements relative to no corrections (TGTAUTO) 367

for CEAF-RME scores.10 In contrast, performance 368

does not substantially differ between the two set- 369

tings for ITERX. This may be a consequence of 370

9In Chen et al.’s terminology, we report CEAF-REEimpl
and CEAF-RME𝜙3 .

10CEAF-REE scores are expected to show a noisier rela-
tionship with alignment correction due to the inclusion of the
template type slot in the F1 calculation, as accuracy is usually
much higher for this slot than for others.
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ITERX’s reliance on an upstream system for its371

candidate spans: to isolate the effect of ITERX372

training, these candidates were fixed across set-373

tings at inference time, but it’s quite plausible that374

the added value of corrected alignments lies chiefly375

in the span extraction step (see §4.1).376

Lastly, the best scores for both models in all five377

MULTIMUC langauges are low by comparison to378

the best reported results on English. There is clear379

room for improvement across all languages, and380

we are excited by the prospect of better models381

more tailored to specific languages.382

4.3 Few-Shot Template Filling383

With the staggering leaps in the capabilities of large384

(and especially proprietary) language models of the385

past couple years, an immediate question for most386

tasks asks how competitive these models are in a387

zero- or few-shot setting compared to smaller, fine-388

tuned models (§4.2). We consider this question389

for MULTIMUC, investigating the capabilities of390

ChatGPT11 on few-shot template filling. While391

ChatGPT’s training corpus is predominantly En-392

glish, already some works have studied its abilities393

on MT (Jiao et al., 2023; Peng et al., 2023) and on394

IE tasks in other languages (Lai et al., 2023), and395

found solid results. To our knowledge, this is the396

first work exploring few-shot template filling at all.397

Setup We use the long-context version of Chat-398

GPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-16k-0613) and evaluate in399

the TGTMAN and BIMAN settings. The system400

prompt informs the model that it is an expert in401

IE and that it must perform extraction on a target402

document. The user prompt provides more detailed403

instructions, including the desired output format404

for extracted templates, as well as three examples405

of other documents with their gold templates.12406

For the TGTMAN setting, example documents are407

chosen from the target language training set using408

a BM25 retrieval model and are sorted so that the409

most relevant example is last. For the BIMAN set-410

ting, we replace the most relevant target language411

example with the corresponding English one.412

Results Results are shown in the bottom two413

rows of Table 4. Performance in both settings trails414

the performance of ITERX and GTT across lan-415

11https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
12Some effort was invested in identifying effective prompts

for this task, but our aim here is not an extensive prompt
engineering project, but rather a reasonable baseline. Prompt
examples and hyperparameter details are in Appendix C.

guages — a finding in line with prior work show- 416

ing that ChatGPT’s few-shot capabilities on many 417

tasks still fall short of those of the best supervised 418

models (Lai et al., 2023; Gao et al., 2023), and an 419

unsurprising result given its predominantly English 420

training corpus. Furthermore, the clear gains from 421

English training data for the supervised models do 422

not clearly carry over here: including a relevant En- 423

glish document in the prompt helps only in some 424

cases and even then only modestly. 425

5 Discussion 426

Here we present some analysis of model errors 427

(§5.1) and also discuss observations and challenges 428

from annotation (§5.2). 429

5.1 Model Errors 430

We use the template filling error analysis tool of 431

Das et al. (2022) to understand the distribution of 432

error types in the predictions from GTT.13 Das 433

et al. define a set of transformations by which a set 434

of predicted templates may be converted into the 435

gold ones, given an optimized template alignment 436

(see §4). These include insertion and deletion trans- 437

formations for templates and role fillers, as well 438

as edit transformations for mentions and their role 439

assignments. Error types are then defined in terms 440

of transformation sequences. 441

Figure 3 shows a breakdown of errors by type 442

for all languages and all three data settings for 443

GTT. Consistent with Das et al.’s observations for 444

MUC-4, we find that across languages and settings, 445

missing role fillers account for a majority of the 446

errors.14 This is unsurprising when considering 447

both that GTT’s extractions heavily favor precision 448

(Du et al., 2021b) and that models generally tend to 449

struggle significantly with template recall, perhaps 450

due to difficulty in individuating events (Gantt et al., 451

2022). Spurious templates and role fillers represent 452

a smaller but non-trivial fraction of all errors. 453

5.2 Annotation Observations 454

We now discuss observations and challenges from 455

the annotation process. While there are obviously 456

many language-specific considerations for both 457

translation and alignment, we highlight several that 458

were common to two or more languages. 459

13Source code for the tool can be found here: https://
github.com/IceJinx33/auto-err-template-fill/

14This includes both “Missing Role Filler” errors (i.e. role
fillers missing from a predicted template) and “Missing Tem-
plate Role Filler” errors (i.e. role fillers missing due to the
associated template not being predicted in the first place).
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CEAF-REE CEAF-RME
En Ar Fa Ko Ru Zh En Ar Fa Ko Ru Zh

TGTAUTO 24.26 31.46 34.17 35.38 36.74 11.27 16.24 18.24 20.23 18.90
GTT TGTMAN 50.23 28.81 36.01 33.79 38.05 36.35 32.30 15.05 21.27 18.71 22.44 19.11

BIMAN 36.76 37.91 36.52 36.97 41.48 21.98 22.44 20.71 21.26 23.26

TGTAUTO 25.55 27.15 25.99 29.61 27.54 15.96 17.78 16.52 19.58 17.60
ITERX TGTMAN 53.00 25.70 25.36 27.24 30.08 27.32 35.20 15.73 16.41 17.11 19.30 17.06

BIMAN 34.73 33.15 37.02 36.95 36.02 21.46 20.66 23.91 23.77 21.93

CHATGPT
TGTMAN 29.11

23.77 21.02 17.14 25.40 23.36
22.41

14.67 12.91 6.73 16.38 15.02
BIMAN 24.62 22.06 16.85 24.90 24.46 14.79 13.42 7.12 15.36 13.99

Table 4: CEAF-REE and CEAF-RME F1 scores on English and the five MULTIMUC languages for GTT (Du et al.,
2021b), ITERX (Chen et al., 2023b), and CHATGPT under the data settings described in §4. English results are the
best ones reported in (Chen et al., 2023b), except for CHATGPT, and do not correspond to any of the three data
settings. Bolded results are best results within model type. See §4.2 for caveats about cross-type comparisons.

5.2.1 Proper Nouns460

MUC-4 annotations contain a significant num-461

ber of proper nouns with a single canonical form,462

and these were sometimes translated into multiple463

forms in the target language, including both accept-464

able variants (e.g. the Farsi “ 	á
�
K @Qå

�
� É

�
Jë” [hoh-tel she-465

raa-tohn] or “ 	á��K
 @Qå
�
� É

�
Jë” [hoh-tel she-reye-tohn] for466

“Sheraton Hotel”) and orthographic errors (레이467

[íe.i],릴리 [íií.íi], or릴 [íií] for the name “Leigh”).468

In Chinese, each syllable in a proper noun may be469

translated into one of several characters that ap-470

proximate the pronunciation. E.g., the first syllable471

of “Guatemala” may phonetically correspond to472

危 [wēi] or瓜 [guā], and the noun as a whole can473

be translated as either 危地拉 or 瓜地拉. These474

forms were canonicalized as much as possible in475

the dev and test annotations, but this could not be476

done for train by virtue of the annotation protocol.477

5.2.2 Word Order478

In general, Farsi has subject-object-verb word or-479

der and Arabic has verb-subject-object order. How-480

ever, in both languages, the order can sometimes481

change because of the context, certain case endings,482

and adverbs. In a number of instances, annotators483

noted that the automatic translations use the stan-484

dard word order even when changing it would re-485

sult in a more natural phrasing and corrected these486

cases. As an example, for the sentence “the rebels487

who (...) attacked the building”, the automatic Ara-488

bic translation was “ú 	
æJ. ÖÏ @ (. . .)

	áK

	
YË @

	
àðXQÒ

�
JÖÏ @ Ñk. Aë”,489

where “Ñk. Aë” is the verb, “ 	
àðXQÒ

�
JÖÏ @” is the subject and490

“ú 	
æJ. ÖÏ @” is the object. But a more natural-sounding491

translation would be “ú 	
æJ. ÖÏ @ @ñÔ

g
.
Aë (. . .) 	áK


	
YË @

	
àðXQÒ

�
JÖÏ @”.492

5.2.3 Numeral classifiers493

Chinese and Korean mark nouns with classifiers494

(CL) when naming and counting them. In both495

languages, a CL always follows a numeral when an 496

explicit number is present, and in Korean, when the 497

combination of a numeral and a CL follows its as- 498

sociated noun, aligning the classifier to the noun is 499

less desirable, as this would result in discontiguous 500

target language spans. As such, annotators aligned 501

numerals in English to both the numeral and CL 502

in the target languages, as illustrated in Example 503

(1). Relatedly, for Chinese translation correction, 504

annotators combined a (numeral, CL) pair into one 505

token when they were translated as separate tokens. 506

(1) 경찰 세 명 (Korean) 507

gyeongchal se myeong 508

policeman three CL 509

‘three policemen’ 510

6 Related Work 511

Template Filling Template filling has a long his- 512

tory. Participants in the MUCs, starting with MUC- 513

3 (muc, 1991) and MUC-4 (muc, 1992), largely 514

developed pipelined, rule-based systems with in- 515

dividual modules designed to solve problems that 516

are now major NLP tasks in their own right, such 517

as coreference resolution and semantic role label- 518

ing (Hobbs, 1993; Grishman, 2019). MUC-5 in- 519

troduced a considerably more complicated tem- 520

plate ontology that represented entities themselves 521

as templates, yielding nested template structures 522

(muc, 1993). MUC-6 (muc, 1995) and MUC-7 523

(muc, 1998) also featured nested templates, though 524

the entity templates were pared down to fewer slots 525

and there was only a single event type of interest. 526

Following the MUCs, many works revisiting 527

these corpora focused on role-filler entity extrac- 528

tion, a simplified form of template filling in which 529

the goal is to identify all entity fillers, but without 530

7



Figure 3: Automated error analysis results based on the error analysis tool of Das et al. (2022) for GTT test set
predictions for all MULTIMUC languages and all data settings (see §4). Missing role filler errors predominate.

collating them into distinct templates (Patwardhan531

and Riloff, 2007, 2009; Huang and Riloff, 2011,532

2012; Du et al., 2021a; Huang et al., 2021).533

Note that template filling differs from document-534

level 𝑁-ary relation extraction in being event-535

centric and in allowing null arguments. It differs536

from event extraction in not having event triggers.537

Multilingual Template Filling Works cited in538

preceding sections (Du et al., 2021b; Chen et al.,539

2023b; Das et al., 2022) exhaust deep learning-540

era efforts on template filling with MUC-4. Even541

as early as the MUC-4 conference itself, though,542

there was interest in extending template filling sys-543

tems to other languages. NYU’s PROTEUS system,544

for instance, was extended to handle Spanish docu-545

ments (Grishman et al., 1992), and the SOLOMON546

system from Systems Research and Applications547

(SRA) was enhanced to handle both Spanish and548

Japanese documents (Aone et al., 1992, 1993). This549

work presaged MUC-5, which had evaluations in550

both English and Japanese, but as best we know,551

no corpora were ever released for either language.552

More recently, Zheng et al. (2019) used distant553

supervision techniques to construct the ChFinAnn554

template filling dataset, which contains roughly555

32,000 Chinese news articles annotated for five556

finance-related event types, though this dataset is557

monolingual. More similar to MULTIMUC, the558

IARPA BETTER program (Soboroff, 2023) intro-559

duced the BETTER Granular dataset with an on-560

tology of six diverse template types (e.g. protests,561

epidemics, natural disasters), covering news arti-562

cles in English and five other languages. Granular563

is notable as the only multilingual template filling564

dataset that has both gold document texts and gold565

template annotations, though this is not parallel566

data and the corpus is much smaller than MUC-4, 567

with only several hundred documents. 568

Cross-Lingual Alignment and Projection 569

Cross-lingual projection is a method for trans- 570

ferring annotations from a source language 571

to a target language, used primarily to create 572

cross-lingual datasets for structured prediction 573

tasks (Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001; Aminian et al., 574

2019; Fei et al., 2020; Daza and Frank, 2020; 575

Ozaki et al., 2021; Yarmohammadi et al., 2021; 576

Chen et al., 2023a, i.a.). The approach relies on 577

two main steps: translation and source-to-target 578

word alignment, and thus relies on high-quality 579

translations and alignments between source and 580

target texts. Studies have shown that access to gold 581

entity alignments can improve downstream results 582

(Stengel-Eskin et al., 2019; Behzad et al., 2023). 583

7 Conclusion 584

We have introduced MULTIMUC— to our knowl- 585

edge the first multilingual parallel template filling 586

dataset, featuring high-quality automatic transla- 587

tions of the MUC-4 corpus along with human trans- 588

lations of key portions of the dev and test splits, and 589

human-annotated alignments for all fillers of string- 590

fill slots. Moreover, we have established strong 591

mono- and bilingual baselines using two recent, 592

top-performing template filling models, as well as 593

baselines for few-shot template filling — seem- 594

ingly the first few-shot evaluations for this task. 595

Lastly, we have highlighted some observations and 596

challenges involved in constructing this resource 597

and presented a detailed breakdown of model er- 598

rors. We hope that this work will facilitate further 599

research on multilingual IE at the document level. 600
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Limitations601

Ideally, all datasets that include machine-generated602

outputs would have exhaustive human verification603

and correction of those outputs. This of course604

applies to MULTIMUC: while the dataset provides605

human translations of key portions of the dev and606

test splits (those containing the first occurrence of607

each entity mention), the majority of sentences in608

the dataset are machine-translated, which does re-609

sult in a small number of data projection failures610

(see Appendix B). We intend to obtain gold trans-611

lations and entity alignments for the entire corpus612

in follow-up work, but this was infeasible with the613

personnel and budget available to us for the present614

work. Regardless, the automatic alignments and615

translations are of good quality (see §3 and Ap-616

pendix B) and make MULTIMUC a valuable re-617

source for training and evaluating document-level618

IE systems in multiple languages.619

Ethics Statement620

We do not believe this work raises significant ethi-621

cal concerns.622
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A MUC-4 Template Slots 974

Below is the complete list of MUC-4 slots, which are the same for all template types, along with 975

their definitions as provided in the conference appendices (nn-, 1992).15 The names of the string-fill 976

slots are bolded and their (more commonly used) alternative names are given in parentheses. The 977

significant majority of others are set-fill, though some slots require a numerical answer (e.g. “PHYS TGT: 978

NUMBER”) and these are known as text conversion slots, as they require converting possibly implicit 979

counts of entities in the text into explicit numerical values. We group these with set-fill slots in the 980

main text as they have likewise traditionally been excluded from evaluation since the original conference. 981

“MESSAGE: ID” and “MESSAGE: TEMPLATE” were never part of the evaluation, even in the original 982

conference. Some of the slot names use one or more of the following abbreviations: PERP = perpetrator; 983

PHYS = physical; TGT = target; HUM = human. 984

1. MESSAGE: ID — The first line of the message, e.g., DEV-MUC3-0001 (NOSC). This slot serves as 985

an index and is not scored in its own right. 986

2. MESSAGE: TEMPLATE — A number that distinguishes the templates for a given message. In the 987

answer key, the word OPTIONAL in parentheses after the template number indicates that there is 988

significant doubt whether the incident belongs in the database. 989

3. INCIDENT: DATE — The date of incident (according to local time, not Greenwich Mean Time). 990

4. INCIDENT: LOCATION — The place where the incident occurred. 991

5. INCIDENT: TYPE — A terrorist act reported on in the message. 992

6. INCIDENT: STAGE OF EXECUTION — An indicator of whether the terrorist act was accomplished, 993

attempted, or merely threatened. 994

7. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT ID (Weapon) — A device used by the perpetrator(s) in carrying out 995

the terrorist act. 996

8. INCIDENT: INSTRUMENT TYPE — The category that the instrument fits into. 997

9. PERP: INCIDENT CATEGORY — The subcategory of terrorism that the incident fits into, as 998

determined by the nature of the perpetrators. 999

10. PERP: INDIVIDUAL ID (PerpInd) — A person responsible for the incident. 1000

11. PERP: ORGANIZATION ID (PerpOrg) — An organization responsible for the incident. 1001

12. PERP: ORGANIZATION CONFIDENCE — The way a perpetrator organization is viewed in the 1002

message. 1003

13. PHYS TGT: ID (Target) — A thing (inanimate object) that was attacked. 1004

14. PHYS TGT: TYPE — The category that the physical target fits into. 1005

15. PHYS TGT: NUMBER — The number of physical targets with a particular ID and TYPE. 1006

16. PHYS TGT: FOREIGN NATION — The nationality of a physical target, if the nationality is identified 1007

in the article and if it’s different from country where incident occurred. 1008

17. PHYS TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT — The impact of the incident on a physical target. 1009

18. PHYS TGT: TOTAL NUMBER — The total number of physical targets. 1010

15The original MUC-3 and MUC-4 data can be found at the following URL: https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_
projects/muc/muc_data/muc_data_index.html. The licit set of values for each set-fill slot can also be found in (nn-, 1992).
While the slots are the same across template types, the licit values of some set-fill slots are type-dependent.
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19. HUM TGT: NAME (Victim) — The name of a person who was the obvious or apparent target of1011

the attack or who became a victim of the attack.1012

20. HUM TGT: DESCRIPTION — The title or role of a named human target or a general description1013

of an unnamed human target.1014

21. HUM TGT: TYPE — The category that the human target fits into.1015

22. HUM TGT: NUMBER – The number of human targets with a particular NAME, DESCRIPTION,1016

and TYPE.1017

23. HUM TGT: FOREIGN NATION – The nationality of a human target, if the nationality is identified1018

in the article and if it’s different from country where incident occurred.1019

24. HUM TGT: EFFECT OF INCIDENT – The impact of the incident on a human target(s).1020

25. HUM TGT: TOTAL NUMBER – The total number of human targets.1021

B Data Collection1022

This appendix presents additional details about our data collection procedure, including the instructions1023

that were provided to annotators (§B.1), screenshots of the annotation interface (§B.2), and some measures1024

and discussion of data quality (§B.3).1025

All annotators were told about the broad goals of the project prior to starting the task and were told1026

that their annotations would be used for this project. The trained linguists who provided annotations are1027

employees or contractors of the authors’ home institution who are paid a regular salary for annotation1028

work, though we (the authors) were not informed of the exact salary of each annotator. Some of the1029

native speaker annotators were authors of the paper and were not paid, as mentioned in §3; others were1030

undergraduate students at the same institution, recruited through an internal job posting. The $0.291031

per-task pay rate given in the main text was computed by dividing the total pay for student annotators for1032

each language ($720) by the total number of tasks for each language (2,450). All annotation has been1033

approved by the authors’ home institution.1034

B.1 Task Instructions1035

Below are the task instructions that were presented to all annotators.1036

Overview1037

In each task, a pair of sentences, one in English (“source”) and one in another (“target”) language will be1038

shown to the user. The English sentence will be shown on the top half of the screen and an automatic1039

translation of the English sentence into the target language will be shown on the bottom half. Both1040

sentences will be segmented into words (“tokenized”). The task is to verify and correct alignments1041

between highlighted spans of English text (each consisting of one or more words) and their translations in1042

the target language. In each English sentence, there will typically be more than one span to align. The user1043

needs to annotate the English spans word by word. By clicking on each English word, a suggested span in1044

the target language, based on an automatic (“default”) alignment between words in the English and target1045

language sentences, is highlighted as the default answer on the target side (bottom of the screen). In some1046

cases, you may also have the option to correct the target language translation as well.1047

Instructions1048

The default alignment1049

• If you think the default alignment is correct (and the translation, if correcting the translation), simply1050

press “submit.”1051

• If you want to modify the default alignment, select the corresponding source span, modify the target1052

span, and press “submit.”1053
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Aligning spans 1054

• Only the source spans we are interested in are highlighted. All other words in the source sentence 1055

are greyed out. 1056

• While ideally aligned spans in the target language will consist of contiguous sequences of words, it’s 1057

OK to select non-contiguous target words if appropriate. 1058

• It may sometimes be the case either that (1) a word in the English does not have any clear analogue in 1059

the target language, or (2) a word in the target language does not have any clear analogue in English. 1060

In these cases, you can do one of two things. 1061

– One possibility is to align the word without a clear analogue to a closely related word. For 1062

instance, “happiness” in English is translated in French as “le bonheur,” where “le” is a definite 1063

article, which is not used in the English. Here, we would align “le” to “happiness,” since it’s 1064

part of a multi-word expression that denotes the same thing as “happiness” does. In general, 1065

this solution should be preferred. 1066

– Another possibility is to simply remove the word from the alignment. In general, this should 1067

be done only if the word is not part of a multi-word expression (unlike “le” in “le bonheur” 1068

above) or seems like a translation error (that you cannot correct; see Retokenizing the target 1069

sentence). 1070

• As we are not experts in most of the languages we are annotating here, you will likely encounter 1071

other difficult alignment decisions we have not foreseen. When you first encounter such instances, 1072

try to formulate general rules that seem sensible to you and apply them consistently throughout the 1073

rest of your annotation. 1074

Retokenizing the target sentence 1075

• If you see the “RE-TOKENIZE” button on the target side, you are allowed to edit the target 1076

side text to correct the potential mistakes in automatic translation or word segmentation. When 1077

correcting translations, you should correct ALL text in the sentence that needs it — not just the 1078

tokens highlighted by the default alignments. You are allowed to edit or remove existing tokens, add 1079

new words, or split or merge the existing words to correct word segmentation. When retokenizing, 1080

each word or punctuation mark should go on its own line. 1081

• If you make changes using “RE-TOKENIZE,” the suggested target spans will be automatically 1082

adjusted. In general, this adjustment should be correct: any words on the target side that you did 1083

not change should remain aligned to the correct word on the source side, even if you insert or delete 1084

other words. Of course, if you delete an aligned word on the target side, alignments to that word will 1085

be removed. Importantly, the same will be the case if you edit an aligned word, so you will have 1086

to realign any edited words. If you do make changes using “RE-TOKENIZE,” you should always 1087

double-check that the alignments are correct before submitting. 1088

Mistakes 1089

• Finally, if you make a mistake during annotation or encounter a technical problem in the interface, 1090

please try to note down the ID of the task you are working on at the time and inform us of the mistake 1091

or problem. The Task ID can be found in the top right corner of the screen (“Task ID: ⟨#⟩”). Please 1092

get in the habit of noting the task ID as soon as you accept it! 1093

– NOTE: We have noticed that some workers accidentally click the submit button after re- 1094

tokenizing, when they mean to click the save button (to save their new tokenization). Please try 1095

to avoid doing this, but tell us if you do. 1096
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Figure 4: A Korean training split task before (top) and after (bottom) manual alignment correction.

B.2 Task Interface1097

Recall from §3 that alignment corrections were collected for all three splits (train, dev, and test) and that1098

translation corrections were collected for the dev and test splits only. The same interface was used for both1099

types of annotation. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show examples of the interface for Korean annotation. Figure 41100

shows the interface as it appears when doing alignment correction only (i.e. training set annotation), both1101

before any alignment correction (top) and after (bottom). Figure 5 shows the interface as it appears when1102

also doing translation correction (i.e. dev and test set annotation) — once again both before correction1103

(top) and after (bottom). The only difference in the interface between the two figures is the presence of the1104

“RE-TOKENIZE” button in Figure 5, which, when clicked, allows annotators to change (insert/edit/delete)1105

target language tokens. In both cases, when a new task is loaded, the annotator sees a “default alignment,”1106

which is simply the automatic token alignment that is obtained using Awesome-align (Dou and Neubig,1107

2021) and that is in the TGTAUTO experiments. This is the alignment they must correct.1108

B.3 Data and Annotation Quality1109

As discussed in §3, our annotators were all either native speakers of the language they annotated or1110

else were linguists with significant formal training in that language. Given this, and given that effective1111

alignment and translation correction require only linguistic competence, the quality of the annotations can1112

be presumed to be very high.1113

Even so, we provide some limited quantitative measures of annotation quality. We first report inter-1114

annotator agreement on alignment correction for Farsi and Chinese for a randomly selected 50 tasks from1115

the training set. We report Cohen’s ^ at the token level: two alignments for a particular English token1116

count as equivalent iff they align exactly the same target language token(s) to that English token. Two1117

annotators completed these tasks for each language. For Farsi, we obtained a ^ of 0.98. For Chinese, we1118
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Figure 5: A Korean dev split task before (top) and after (bottom) manual alignment and translation correction.

obtained a ^ of 0.87. Both indicate “almost perfect” agreement.16 1119

We additionally report sacreBLEU scores (Post, 2018) between the uncorrected and corrected dev and 1120

test data for all languages to give a more quantitative sense of how similar the translation corrections are 1121

to the original, machine-translated text. The BLEU scores on the combined dev and test sets for Arabic, 1122

Farsi, Korean, Russian, and Chinese are (respectively) 73.1, 83.6, 76.1, 89.3, and 65.2. BLEU scores 1123

higher than 60 are often considered “better than human”17 and imply that the uncorrected and corrected 1124

translations can be considered as translations of the same source. 1125

Finally, as we allude to in the limitations section, due to the lack of translation correction for the training 1126

set, translation errors resulted in a small fraction of entity mentions (and sometimes entities) failed to be 1127

aligned and projected from the English. This included 4.6% of mentions (and 3.2% of entities) for Arabic, 1128

3.0% of mentions (2.4% of entities) for Farsi, 4.4% of mentions (3.1% of entities) for Korean, 6.9% of 1129

mentions (4.1% of entities) for Russian, and 17.7% of mentions (15.6% of entities) for Chinese. We are in 1130

the process of correcting these cases and anticipate completing this before the public data release. 1131

C Training and Hyperparameters 1132

As discussed in §4, our choices of hyperparameters for both GTT (§C.1) and ITERX (§C.2) follow those 1133

associated with the best results in prior work (modulo a change in encoders) and are detailed below. While 1134

there is likely room for performance improvements from per-language encoders and hyperparameter 1135

tuning, we leave these experiments for future work. The results for these models in the main text are 1136

based on single training runs, each of which was conducted on a single 24GB NVIDIA RTX 6000 GPU 1137

using the stopping criteria specified below. §C.3 gives details on API hyperparameters and prompts for 1138

ChatGPT. 1139

16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohen%27s_kappa#Interpreting_magnitude
17https://cloud.google.com/translate/automl/docs/evaluate#interpretation
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C.1 GTT1140

We use the GTT code base, available here: https://github.com/xinyadu/gtt. We use the hyperpa-1141

rameter settings exactly as listed in Appendix B of Du et al. (2021b), with the following changes:1142

• We used the cased version of mBERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) as the encoder in lieu of the original1143

uncased BERT-base encoder.1144

• We train for 30 epochs in all experiments, as we found the default for MUC-4 (18) to be insufficient1145

for convergence in most cases. We use the checkpoint associated with best token-level accuracy on1146

the dev set.1147

Since the MUC-4 data is uncased, we also experimented with uncased mBERT, though we found it1148

yielded consistently worse performance. Devlin et al. (2019) in fact expressly recommend using the cased1149

model, on the grounds that it corrects various issues with the uncased version.181150

C.2 IterX1151

We use the ITERX code base, available here: https://github.com/wanmok/iterx. We use the same1152

hyperparameters for ITERX as are listed in the “best” column of Table 7 in Chen et al. (2023b), with the1153

following changes:1154

• We trained on gold spans (rather than those predicted by an upstream system), as we empirically1155

found this yielded superior results for MULTIMUC.1156

• We used mT5-base as the encoder to accommodate all MULTIMUC languages, as discussed in §4.1157

Chen et al. report only average training time for MUC-4 in their work, but we use the default maximum1158

epochs (150) and patience (30) provided for the MUC-4 training configuration in their repository.1159

To ensure fair comparison across settings for inference (including for validation), we fix the candidate1160

spans for all three settings to those predicted for the relevant language by the span extraction system of1161

Xia et al. (2021) that we trained for that language in the BIMAN setting (see §4.1).1162

C.3 ChatGPT1163

The few-shot experiments described in §4.3 were run using gpt-3.5-turbo-16k-0613 with a maximum1164

context length of 8,192, a maximum of 1,024 new tokens to be generated, a temperature of 0.5, and a top1165

𝑝 of 1.0, with no presence penalty, frequency penalty, or logit biases. A single completion was generated1166

per prompt. We recognize the potential for non-trivial performance variation that may result from even1167

relatively minor changes to a prompt. Given the length of our prompts, cost prohibited us from running1168

multiple variations for the main experiments, so results should be interpreted with caution.1169

The system prompt for all experiments was as follows:1170

You are an expert in information extraction, where you are given a few exemplars to help you1171

understand the task. You have to perform textual analysis on a new document thereafter. Your1172

analysis should be based on the ontology (inferred) and the exemplars.1173

The structure of the remainder of the prompt is shown below, with prompt-specific components (i.e. the1174

exemplars) described in italicized purple // comments. Each “[DOCUMENT TEXT]:” together with the1175

full text document that followed constituted its own user message (provided as input in the messages1176

API parameter), and each “[TEMPLATES]:” together with the annotated templates that followed likewise1177

constituted its own assistant message. The final instructions (“Please follow...”) and target document1178

made up the last user message. All templates in the exemplars are formatted in the same way as the one1179

given in the initial instructions below.1180

18See here: https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md.
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You are given a few exemplars to learn how to perform the template extraction task. You 1181

have to learn to do the same extraction to a new document. There are only 5 roles to 1182

use: PerpInd, PerpOrg, Target, Victim, Weapon. Valid incident types are: ATTACK, AR- 1183

SON, ROBBERY, BOMBING, KIDNAPPING, FORCED_WORK_STOPPAGE, BOMB- 1184

ING_OR_ATTACK, ATTACK_OR_BOMBING. A target structures looks like this: Tem- 1185

plate(incident_type=“bombing”, PerpInd=[Entity(mentions=[Mention(“guerilla column”)])], 1186

PerpOrg=[Entity(mentions=[Mention(“army of national liberation”), Mention(“eln”)])], 1187

Target=[Entity(mentions=[Mention(“4-wheel drive vehicle”), Mention(“vehicle”)])], Vic- 1188

tim=[Entity(mentions=[Mention(“carlos julio torrado”)]), Entity(mentions=[Mention(“torrado’s 1189

son, william”), Mention(“william”)]), Entity(mentions=[Mention(“gustavo jacome quintero”)]), 1190

Entity(mentions=[Mention(“jairo ortega”)])], Weapon=[Entity(mentions=[Mention(“four explo- 1191

sive charges”), Mention(“explosive charges”)])]) 1192

[EXEMPLARS]: 1193

[DOCUMENT TEXT]: 1194

// full text of example document 1 (least relevant; always in target language) 1195

[TEMPLATES]: 1196

// gold templates for example document 1 (always in target language) 1197

[DOCUMENT TEXT]: 1198

// full text of example document 2 (second most relevant; always in target language) 1199

[TEMPLATES]: 1200

// gold templates for example document 2 (always in target language) 1201

[DOCUMENT TEXT]: 1202

// full text of example document 3 (most relevant; in target language except in BIMAN setting) 1203

[TEMPLATES]: 1204

// gold templates for example document 3 (in target language except in BIMAN setting) 1205

Please follow the previous exemplars to process the new document. You have to use the same 1206

domain specific language to describe your extraction results. Do not add additional explanations 1207

except for the DSL generated. Make sure that you stick to the exact DSL as shown in the 1208

exemplars. 1209

[DOCUMENT TEXT]: 1210

// full text of target (test set) document (always in target language) 1211
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